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THE SOLUTION :

More Than "Pretty Pictures"

A Comprehensive Visual

Information System

Throughout your company, virtually

every department is using some form of

graphics . From support staff to the

executive suite , people have discovered

that high -quality visuals are the answer

to presenting the right information to the

right person at the right time.

Visual displays help you communicate

messages more effectively with graphics
than with words and numbers alone.

And , they help you and your colleagues

comprehend more information faster and

with better understanding .

ISSCO's complete family of software

based on the top- selling DISSPLAⓇ and

TELL-A-GRAF®- supplies a wide range
of integrated products that process data
and convert it into high quality graphics

for business, scientific , and engineering
applications.

With ISSCO's software, graphics users

of all levels from beginners to users

trained in natural language command

systems to experienced programmers

can produce their own charts and graphs,
sometimes in minutes , for a fraction

of what it costs to manually produce
such artwork .

Yet , ISSCO gives you much more than

"pretty pictures. The software is the cor

nerstone for building a visual information

system that integrates software, hard

ware, training and support into a com

prehensive approach for processing

data, converting it to graphics format

and delivering the results on 35mm

slides, overhead transparencies or

paper.

Today, organizations churn out ever

increasing numbers of computer
generated graphics for every application

from charting financial statistics and

sales volumes to mapping oil fields and

plotting engineering test results.

More than 170,000 people- mana
gers, scientists , secretaries , executives,

financial analysts- regularly use ISSCO
software. The software is installed at

more than 2,500 mainframe and mini

computer sites worldwide at Fortune

1000 corporations , government agen
cies , research laboratories , and
universities.

With ISSCO software, organizations
benefit from a well-conceived strategy

for converting data into visual informa
tion for effective financial monitoring ;

boardroom slides and publication
charts ; sales and marketing presenta
tions; scientific data analysis ; project
management; budget versus actual

trends ; visual aids for training ; mapping

and contouring ; econometric modeling ;

and many more applications.
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THE PRODUCT:

Essential Graphics Features for

Busy Professionals

The Right Graph - ISSCO software

is flexible enough to meet every design re

quirement so users communicate the mes

sage they want with chart quality equal

to professional hand -drawn graphics.
Easy Operation - ISSCO provides

a variety of software packages that are

easy to operate for all levels of end-users

-programmers , graphics artists , mana

gers , clerical staff. The software offers

chartbooks and prompting systems
for new and occasional users , English
commands for trained users , and

FORTRAN libraries for programmers.

Graphics Device Support- ISSCO

software supports Tektronix' popular
families of raster and DVST computer

display terminals , plus more than 180

devices from other companies . With

such extensive support , an organization
retains the high quality of ISSCO
software when it adds new equipment

the only cost-effective and flexible way to
build a visual information system .
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Data Conversion - ISSCO provides

direct links to stored computer data and

converts it automatically into graphics
format for display and analysis.

ISSCO's variety of software packages

gives you the flexibility to start with the

basics and add graphics capabilities

over several years , or implement a com
plete system immediately.
TELL-A- GRAF is versatile , flexible,

high-quality computer graphics software

that uses simple English commands to

create sophisticated bar, line, pie , and

word charts . TELL-A- GRAF flexibility lets

you place multiple charts on a page; put
labels exactly where you want; choose

type size and style ; move legends

around; select any color and more.
DISSPLA is a high - powered library of

more than 400 FORTRAN subroutines

used by programmers and systems

builders for management , scientific and

engineering graphics applications . This

product lets anyone experienced in
programming instruct DISSPLA using

FORTRAN or compatible languages to

develop the desired chart.

DISSPLA generates charts , engineer

ing and scientific graphs , maps, con
tours and text pages , and can represent
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3-D surfaces with clarity. Its capabilities

include bar charts , pie charts , and linear

plots; a full range of axis types , including

calendar axes ; complete automation

facilities and presentation character

fonts . DISSPLA is particularly effective
whenever COBOL, FORTRAN , and

PL-1 programmers require data
representation.

Two other software packages available
with DISSPLA, DYNAMICS and GKS,

address the most recent advances in

computer graphics.
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DYNAMICS adds to DISSPLA the

flexibility of segmentation and contem

porary graphics input mechanisms.

The GKS Option to DISSPLA is a

FORTRAN -bound , Level 1B implementa

tion that meets the industry-approved
graphical standards.

Geographical analysis of lending to customers
Central and South AmericaUnited KingdomEurope Australia, New Zealand and the Far EastRest of the WorldNorth America
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Segmentation , available with both

DYNAMICS and GKS, allow users to

identify components of a picture for

selective manipulation . Input mech
anisms available for DYNAMICS include:

LOCATOR , STROKE , PICK, CHOICE ,

VALUATOR , and KEYBOARD . Segmen

tation and the input mechanisms are

supported using the built- in intelligence

ofthe Tektronix Computer Display Termi
nals which include the 4107 , CX4107 ,

4112 , 4113 , 4114 , 4115B , and 4120

Series . These functions are simulated via

software on devices that do not have

segmentation and graphics input func
tions as inherent features : Tektronix 4105 ,

4106 , CX4106 , 4010 Series , 4020 Series ,
4050 Series , and 4081 .

CUECHART® provides a chartbook of

100 pre-designed graphics formats so

beginners can become immediately

productive making charts and graphs

with no training . Any CUECHART graph
can be modified using the TELL-A-GRAF

commands. And , any chart designed by
TELL-A-GRAF can be added to the

CUECHART stencil library.
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THE DATA CONNECTION® directly
accesses most computer-stored data

a vital component for any effective visual

information system . THE DATA CON

NECTION automatically retrieves data

stored in print files , tabular reports, con
ventional record formats and application

programs, and converts it through
CUECHART or TELL-A-GRAF into

graphical displays .
TELLAPLAN® project management

software, an option to TELL-A-GRAF,

offers managers a wide range of essen
tial planning functions and graphical

formats for presenting results in an
easy-to-understand fashion . The soft

ware uses English commands and

provides a variety of planning charts,
including Gantt , cost and resource,
staff loading and budget . New
TELLAPLAN-STTM is a stand-alone ver

sion that incorporates all the func

tionality, ease-of-use and high quality
graphics found in the TELLAPLAN

option .
TABLESTM makes it easy to arrange

numbers, words , and symbols and
automatically report them in organized
tabular form . TABLES software is

designed to combine the unrivaled pre

cision of tables with the persuasive

power of graphics.

THE SYSTEM:

A Wide Range of Graphics
Hardware

ISSCO software interfaces with Tek

tronix' broad line of Computer Display

Terminals including the popular 4100
Series Desktop Family and the 3270

compatible CX4100 Series . It can also be

used with the high -performance 4115B

and 4120 Series , and Tek's traditional

high-resolution DVST Computer Display

Terminals and 4050 Series Desktop

Computers . That's a solid and flexible

graphics software investment

matched by hardware compatibility
from Tektronix .

Color hard copy and overhead trans

parency output is provided by Tektronix

4690 Series of precision ink-jet copiers .
Tektronix' 8-pen 4662 Option 31 and

large C-size 4663 Interactive Digital

Plotter also can represent graphics in

multiple colors and pen widths on paper

or transparency film . Black-and -white

archival quality copy is available at the

push of a button using Tek's 4611/31 or

4612/32 hard copy systems.
ISSCO software also supports 180

other graphic display and plotting

devices , and a variety of 35mm slide

output devices.
ISSCO software runs as well on a

variety of mainframe , minicomputers and

32-bit microcomputers . The software

currently operates on computers from

IBM , DEC , Prime, Apollo, Perkin- Elmer,

Hewlett-Packard , CDC, Cray, Honeywell,
Burroughs , and UNIVAC.
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THE BENEFITS:

Become More Productive by

Communicating More Effectively

Organizations using ISSCO have built

visual information systems that deliver

many important benefits:

Reducing Costs- ISSCO software

cut the cost of producing a single busi
ness slide to $8 from $35 at a New York

financial institution . A 50-slide presenta
tion now costs $400 rather than $1,750.

Tracking and Reporting Data
ISSCO software is used to develop cus

tomized demographic chart- books for 59

distributors of a Fortune 500 company. A
Fortune 100 commercial bank uses

ISSCO to track key financial indicators .
The results are distributed in a chartbook

monthly to executives and quarterly to
customers .

Cumulative Percent Variance
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Meeting Critical Deadlines- ISSCO

software produces charts in minutes

rather than days . And , the software lets

you make last-minute changes that are

impossible with hand -drawn graphics .

The software remembers the changes

and automatically makes them when the

same chart is produced again with new
data .
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Saving Executive Time- A Fortune

500 financial vice president spent five

days each month reviewing computer
listings . ISSCO-generated graphics let

him review the same data in two days.
Improving Communications

ISSCO software provides information

more effectively and efficiently than

lengthy computer print listings . Division

and department managers at an East

Coast public utility use ISSCO software

to track performance in data processing
operations , foot traffic at business

offices for staffing levels , market share of

various types of heating equipment and
other indicators .
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THE SOLUTION

VENDOR :

Extensive Maintenance and

After-Sale Support

Since 1970, ISSCO has been de

veloping high-quality representation

graphics software and today is the

world's leading independent supplier of
graphics software. ISSCO software is in

stalled at more than 2,500 computer
sites worldwide in Fortune 1000 corpora

tions , government agencies , universities,
and research laboratories.

ISSCO markets its complete family of
software products- known as IVISSTM

via a network of 20 regional offices in the
United States ; eight foreign offices in
Australia , Canada , England , France, and

West Germany; and independent dis
tributors throughout the world . ISSCO

corporate headquarters are located in

San Diego, California .
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To ensure customers can continue to

use their software effectively, ISSCO has
established a comprehensive mainte

nance and support program . This pro
gram includes :

On-site installation by ISSCO to estab

lish interface compatibility with the

computer and existing graphics output

devices . Additionally, ISSCO will train

support personnel on interface proce
dures so that new devices can be
added as needed .

Training conducted by ISSCO spe

cialists on-site . Many effective aids are
also available for use in on - going in
house training.

■ An extensive, year- round education

program both on -site and at regional

sites for instruction on how to operate
ISSCO software .

Thorough, accurate ISSCO

documentation .

Telephone consultation and problem

analysis by ISSCO staff, during busi
ness hours.

Regular updates with reviews of new

product usage .

Support of an active user group since

1974 through ISSCO's annual three

day graphics conference.



For further information , contact:

U.S.A., Asia, Australia , Central &

South America , Japan
Tektronix , Inc.
P.O. Box 1700

Beaverton , Oregon 97075
For additional literature , or the address

and phone number of the Tektronix

Sales Office nearest you , contact:
Phone: (800) 547-1512
Oregon only: (800) 452-1877

TWX: (910) 467-8708
TLX: 151754
Cable : TEKWSGT

OR

Integrated Software Systems

Corporation

10505 Sorrento Valley Blvd.

San Diego, California 92121

619/452-0170

ISSCO® , DISSPLAⓇ , TELL-A- GRAF®, THE DATA CONNECTION®,
CUECHART®, and TELLAPLAN® are registered trademarks
of Integrated Software Systems Corporation.

TABLESTM and IVISSTM are trademarks of Integrated Software
Systems Corporation .

Some of the products , options or services mentioned in this
brochure may not be available outside the USA Contact your
local Tektronix representative for details.

Copyright 1985. Tektronix . Inc. All rights reserved Printed
in U.S.A Tektronix products are covered by US and foreign
patents, issued and pending Information in this publication
supersedes that in all previously published material Specifi
cation and price change privileges reserved . TEKTRONIX
TEK, SCOPE-MOBILE . and are registered trademarks
For further information , contact: Tektronix , Inc. PO Box 500
Beaverton , OR 97077 Phone: (503) 627-7111 : TWX
(910) 467-8708 : TLX 151754 ; Cable : TEKWSGT Subsidiaries
and distributors worldwide
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